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We are at the cusp of a transition from ‘learning from data’ to
‘learning what data to learn from’ as a central focus of artificial
intelligence (AI) research. While the first-order learning
problem is not completely solved, large models under unified
architectures, such as transformers, have shifted the learning
bottleneck from how to effectively train models to how to
effectively acquire and use task-relevant data. This problem,
which we frame as exploration, is a universal aspect of learning
in open-ended domains like the real world. Although the
study of exploration in AI is largely limited to the field of
reinforcement learning, we argue that exploration is essential
to all learning systems, including supervised learning. We
propose the problem of generalized exploration to conceptually
unify exploration-driven learning between supervised
learning and reinforcement learning, allowing us to highlight
key similarities across learning settings and open research
challenges. Importantly, generalized exploration is a necessary
objective for maintaining open-ended learning processes,
which in continually learning to discover and solve new
problems, provides a promising path to more general
intelligence.
1. Introduction
A hallmark of intelligence is a capacity to explore. From animals
exploring their surroundings for food and shelter [1–3] to children
seeking novelty in play [4–9], exploration drives the acquisition of
new information beneficial to the seeker. Exploration is even
coded in the very fabric of life, in the form of genetic mutations
that wander the space of phenotypes—some of which may
improve the organism’s chances to survive and reproduce.
Through exploration, the explorer acquires not just information
about a specific task or environment in isolation, but information
in relation to previous experiences, informing the development
of more generally useful behaviours—which may include general
strategies for searching for rewarding states in similar
environments. Still, such information acquisition is not purely
driven by the explorer. It is also determined by the learning
opportunities provided by the environment: a static environment
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presenting a fixed challenge that the agent can already solve offers nothing more to learn. Similarly, a
variable environment for which the agent already learned to explore optimally to find the solution offers
no potential for learning new behaviours. Conversely, an environment presenting challenges far
exceeding the capabilities of the agent is unlikely to provide sufficiently informative experiences for the
agent to learn. Exploration should thus seek information most useful for the agent to become a more
general and adept actor in future decision-making situations. In this way, exploration serves as the core
mechanism for generating new experiences from which agents can learn to extrapolate or rapidly adapt
to a changing world—to become a more generally intelligent agent within the world.

The subject of generality in intelligence is a loaded concept to say the least. In broaching this subject,
we must first clarify our treatment of general intelligence in the context of our discussion. As the set of
tasks to which the notion of generality pertains is typically either undefined or infinite, definitions of
general intelligence tend to be vague, incomputable or unquantifiable in degree. Nevertheless, the
quest for producing ever more general models has driven much progress in AI research [10–14]. To
avoid these definitional issues, we instead focus on a relative notion of general intelligence: model A
is more general than model B relative to a task set T if and only if A performs above a threshold level
(e.g. that of a minimally viable solution) in more tasks in T than B, while at least matching the
performance of B on all other tasks in T on which B meets the threshold. Under this definition,
general intelligence is not necessarily the end state of any system, but rather a property that can
change over time, relative to other intelligent systems and the specific task domain. We can then refer
to a system exhibiting continual improvements in relative general intelligence as an increasingly general
intelligence (IGI). Over time an IGI will overtake any other agent that is not an IGI in terms of relative
general intelligence. For these reasons, our discussion conceives of ‘general intelligence’ as an IGI. In
other words, we equate the goal of producing a general intelligence with producing an IGI. Moreover,
for brevity, we exclude explicit reference to the associated task set on which IGI is defined. If not
obvious given the context, the reader can assume we refer to the set of tasks which humans engage
in, would engage in, or would benefit from. Further, we do not aim to address whether the notion of
a general intelligence relative to the space of all possible tasks is well defined, as it is an orthogonal
concern to the argument we lay out in this paper.

At a high level, a learning process leading to general intelligence must explore across two levels of
abstraction: first, exploration within specific environments facilitates the search for optimal solutions.
Second, exploration across environments ensures continual learning progress and developing more
general capabilities. If we assume the agent retains past solutions and continues to discover and
explore new challenges indefinitely, we can expect the agent to attain a broad spectrum of capabilities
[10]. Importantly, its capabilities should eventually surpass those obtained by any process with less
effective exploration. Inversely, if the agent does not explore as thoroughly, we cannot expect it to
acquire more capabilities than if it did. Therefore, increasingly general intelligence arises if and only if
facilitated by open-ended exploration, which continually broadens the agent’s capabilities. Such
exploration ideally seeks new challenges at the boundary of the agent’s capabilities, focusing on tasks
for which the current agent has the most potential to improve—similar to concepts from
developmental psychology, like Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) [15]. Here, the
exploratory process can be considered a separate ‘teacher’ component that guides the ‘student’ IGI
toward tasks at the boundary of the IGI’s capabilities. When expert demonstrations are available to
expedite learning via imitation, this learning process directly resembles the traditional ZPD setting.
Likely, such demonstrations are unavailable, and the exploratory process provides ‘scaffolding,’
whereby the teacher shapes the structure of the task to promote the student’s learning progress [16].

In sharp contrast, the current research programs producing state-of-the-art machine learning (ML)
systems, including large language-models (LLMs) [12,17,18] and generative models of images and
video [19–21], strive for generality without exploration. These large deep learning models are typically
trained using variations of supervised learning (SL), including self-supervised learning [22], and
benchmarked on static datasets collected entirely offline. We argue that this paradigm leads to models
with unavoidable brittleness. Models trained in this way will exhibit blindspots reflective of the
missing information in their training data and suffer from covariate shifts and concept drift due to
the non-stationarity of the real world.

Meanwhile, deep reinforcement learning (RL), which seeks to learn sequential decision-making
strategies in simulated or real environments, directly considers the exploration–exploitation trade-off,
which treats exploration as a key objective, balanced alongside maximizing task-specific performance
[23]. RL acknowledges that task performance must often suffer in the short term in service to
exploration—often necessary for improved performance. Unlike SL models, which can take advantage
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of an effectively infinite trove of data on the open web, the state-of-the-art RL methods remain limited to
largely toy simulations or highly domain-specific applications. RL agents are largely limited to training
in simulation for a number of reasons, although most typically this is due to the potential costs (e.g.
financial, temporal, environmental) and dangers of real-world experience collection. As we argue in
§2.2, current simulators predominantly mirror the limitations of a static, finite dataset in SL, and as
such, RL agents share the same failure points as SL systems when deployed in the wild. Throughout
this paper, we will use the terms static environment or static simulator to refer to environments whose
factors of variation form a constant set throughout the course of training. This definition encompasses
both singleton environments, like each game in the popular Atari Learning Environment [24], which
exist in the same configuration across every training episode, as well as environments like NetHack
[25], which have a predefined set of configuration parameters whose values control specific attributes
such as its appearance, topology, transition dynamics and reward functions. Such attributes may take
on different values in each training episode. While a static simulator with adjustable parameters can
span a vast space of tasks, ultimately, it can only offer experiences within the limited domain that it
was designed to simulate.

To introduce a case that will serve as a running example throughout this paper, consider a virtual
assistant that responds to user queries through a chat-based interface and performs actions on behalf
of the user by interfacing with other software, e.g. answering questions by searching the web, finding
and buying products, hailing a cab or providing music and movie recommendations. Such an
assistant could, in principle, learn to execute any task that can be performed digitally, which is
becoming the majority of tasks humans in the information age are performing. Our assistant has the
potential to become increasingly generally intelligent, assuming it can sufficiently explore the space of
tasks. Following our discussion, we see that current methods for training our assistant will not suffice:
training an increasingly generally intelligent assistant requires continually exploring the vast and
dynamically evolving space of tasks of interest to people, but current SL and RL methods are largely
designed for training on a single, static dataset or simulator. An assistant trained with such
approaches would quickly grow outdated with the onset of new-world events and product offerings.
The subfield of continual learning [26] seeks to reliably retrain models on new data, but does not
directly address the question of how to determine and find the data for training in the first place.

We see that the problem afflicting both classes of learning algorithms reduces to one of insufficient
exploration: SL, largely trapped in the offline regime, fails to perform any exploration, while RL, limited
to exploring the interior of a static simulation, largely ignores the greater expanse of possibilities that
the simulation cannot express. Thus, simply applying the current exploration paradigms developed in
RL to SL is not enough to solve these problems. In order to properly address these limitations, we must
first rethink exploration as it is currently framed in RL. We require a more general kind of exploration,
which searches beyond the confines of a static data generator, such as a finite dataset or static simulator.
This generalized form of exploration must deliberately and continually seek out promising data to
expand the learning agent’s repertoire of capabilities. Such expansion necessarily entails searching
outside of what can be sampled from a static data generator. This open-ended exploration process,
summarized in figure 1, defines a new data-seeking outer-loop that continually expands the data
generator used by the inner loop learning process, which itself may use more limited forms of
exploration to optimally sample from this data generator. Within each inner loop, the data generator is
static, but as a whole, this open-ended exploration process defines a dynamic, adaptive search process
that generates the data necessary for training a likewise open-ended learner that, over time, may attain
increasingly general capabilities.

Importantly, we argue open-ended exploration is necessary for collecting the most informative
training data to feed our ever more powerful and data-hungry machine learning models. Previous
studies suggest that, while model performance grows with the amount of training data, the quality of
the data itself is of paramount importance [17,27–29]. As our understanding of optimization,
modelling, and scaling laws improve in tandem with the continued expansion of computing power
following extensions of Moore’s Law [30,31], informative data is not only a limiting factor to more
general models, but also an important counterweight to ensuring we do not overfit our models and
algorithms to a limited subset of problems. Moreover, tailoring the sequence of training data
presented to a model can greatly benefit sample efficiency and the quality of the learned
representations. Continual exploration of informative data also serves as a critical means to ensure
models remain well-aligned to an increasingly diverse world of dynamic human preferences and
values. In this light, we argue a significant amount of research investment should shift toward
the collection, design, and scheduling of training data itself—that is, toward developing
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principled methods for open-ended exploration. Combined with ever-improving model architectures
and optimization techniques, such generalized exploration can lead to increasingly more general
intelligent agents.

Many prior works propose the potential of open-ended self-improving systems. Notably, both
Schmidhuber [10,32,33] and Clune [34] have proposed novelty-seeking agents that generate their own
challenges, while the work of Stanley and Lehman established the practical value of taming open-
endedness [35–37]. We do not claim to be the first to propose the concept. Rather, we seek to provide
a detailed discussion of how open-ended learning can be integrated into modern ML systems and
importantly, how this endeavour entails a meaningful generalization of prevailing notions of
exploration. In the rest of this paper, we formalize the motivation and formulation of open-ended
exploration. In §2 we first build up a detailed discussion about the challenges that must be addressed
by a successful framework of exploration for both SL and RL. An especially important challenge that
motivates the need for continual exploration is the bootstrap problem in online learning, which we
discuss in §3. We then propose a unified framework for exploration in §4, generalizing its application
across problem domains and thereby providing a common framework for thinking about data
collection in both SL and RL. Section 5 provides a discussion of how such open-ended learning may
take place in bath practice and in research. As such open-ended learning provides a promising path to
general intelligence, we relate these ideas to other proposed approaches achieving this grandiose goal
in §6. Finally, in §7, we discuss what we consider the key open problems to realizing this path to
general intelligence.
2. Learning is not enough
Over the past decade rapid advances in model design and optimization have drastically improved our
ability to train effective models in complex domains. Recent deep SL methods perform highly accurate
modelling across modalities like natural language [12,18,20], images [19,38] and speech [39,40]. In
parallel, progress in deep RL has produced agents matching or beating top human players in strategic
games like Go [41,42] and Stratego [43], while achieving state-of-the-art results in scientific pursuits
like chip design [44,45] and controlling nuclear fusion plasma [46]. While impressive, these
developments focus primarily on questions of model design and optimization. There remain many
open questions on which aspects of intelligence cannot be adequately captured by existing
approaches, e.g. robust symbolic reasoning [47], causal understanding [48,49], hierarchical planning in
a world model [50] and large-scale collective behaviours like cultural learning [51–53]. We argue that,
even if provided a joint model and optimization scheme that captures these missing aspects of
intelligence, the training data itself remains a fundamental limitation, and addressing it requires
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making progress on a host of separate problems. From this perspective, the historic focus on model
design and optimization points to a systematic underinvestment in exploration—how the training data
are collected or created in the first place, whether in the form of a dataset or simulator. The generality
of both SL and RL models are ultimately bottlenecked on the diversity of this training data—a
limitation demonstrated in many recent works [54–57]. RL has historically focused on exploration as a
principal objective for efficient learning, and indeed these ideas hint at a path toward addressing the
data limitations of model learning in general. In this section, we consider these limitations in SL and
RL and argue that despite its focus on exploration, RL ultimately suffers from the same data
limitations as SL. We propose that we must rethink the existing exploration paradigm in RL to go
beyond the data bottleneck on the path to general intelligence.

2.1. The limits of supervised learning
Supervised learning aims to learn a function f mapping points in domain X to domain Y, given N
training examples ðxi, yiÞNi¼0 reflecting this mapping, where x [ X , y [ Y. In modern ML, this function
is typically a large artificial neural network with parameters denoted u [ Q. The defining feature of
SL is that learning proceeds by optimizing a loss function L :Q� X � Y ! R that provides the error
between the model’s prediction f (x) and the true value y paired with x. In general, each training
example (x, y) can be seen as a sample from a ground-truth distribution P(x, y), because the true data
generating function f� :X ! Y can be stochastic. Therefore, the goal of SL can be seen as learning an
approximator f :X ! Y that produces samples y consistent with P(y|x), for example, by using a loss
function that encourages f to deterministically predict the mean or mode of P(y|x), or that matches
the distribution of outputs of f(x) to P(y|x).

Crucially, this definition of SL assumes the model f is trained once on a static, finite training dataset,
Dtrain. We should thus not expect f to accurately model data that differs significantly from its training
data. Nevertheless, with massive amounts of training data, large models can exhibit impressive
generality [12,18,19] and recent scaling laws suggest that test performance should improve further
with even more data [17,56]. Given the benefits of data scale, contemporary state-of-the-art SL models
are trained on internet-scale, offline datasets, typically harvested via webcrawling. While such datasets
may capture an impressive amount of information about the world, they inevitably fall short in
containing all relevant information that a model may need when deployed in the wild. All finite,
offline datasets share two key shortcomings: incompleteness, as the set of all facts about the world is
infinite [58], and stationarity, as such datasets are by definition fixed. For example, our virtual
assistant, if trained on a static conversational corpus, would soon see its predictions grow irrelevant,
as its model falls out of date with culture, world events, and even language usage itself. Indeed, all
ML systems deployed in an open-world setting, with real users and peers, must continually explore
and train on new data, or risk fading into irrelevance. What data should the system designer (or the
system itself ) collect next for further training? This is the complementary—and equally important—
problem of exploration that sits beneath all ML systems in deployment, one that has been considered
at length in the field of RL.

2.2. The limits of reinforcement learning
RL is a general formulation of the problem of online learning. In RL, the decision-making model, or agent,
interacts with its environment at each time t by observing an observation ot emitted by the underlying
Markov state st of the environment and taking an action at according to its policy π(at|ot). In response,
the environment transitions to its next state st+1 according to the transition function T ðstþ1jst, atÞ and
the agent receives a reward rt+1 according to the reward function Rðstþ1Þ. Such an environment is
called a Markov Decision Process (MDP). The policy π is typically parametrized as a deep neural
network with parameters θ and optimized to maximize the expected future discounted return—that is
the discount sum of future rewards—assuming some prior p over the initial state and a discount
factor γ≤ 1:

JðuÞ ¼ Ep

�X
t

gtrt

�
: ð2:1Þ

The expected future discounted return from a specific state s is also called the value of s. Here, the
expectation over returns is over the specific distribution of states induced by following the policy π in
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the environment. RL maximizes equation (2.1) by solving the credit assignment problem, that is, estimating
the future value of taking each action for each state of the world, thereby reducing the problem to a form
of dynamic programming [59]: the optimal policy then follows from taking the highest value action in
each state.

As RL agents train on their own experiences, locally optimal behaviours can easily self-reinforce,
preventing the agent from reaching better optima. To avoid such outcomes and ensure sufficient
coverage of possible MDP transitions during training, RL considers exploration a principal aim. Under
exploration, the RL agent performs actions in order to maximize some measure of novelty of the
resulting experiential data or uncertainty in outcome, rather than to maximize return. Simpler still,
new and informative states can often be unlocked by injecting noise into the policy, e.g. by
sporadically sampling actions uniformly at random. However, such random search strategies can run
into the curse of dimensionality, becoming less sample efficient in practice.

A prominent limitation of state-of-the-art RL methods is their need for large amounts of data to learn
optimal policies. This sample inefficiency is often attributable to the sparse-reward nature of many RL
environments, where the agent only receives a reward signal upon performing some desired
behaviour. Even in a dense reward setting, the agent may likewise see sample-inefficient learning
once trapped in a local optimum, as discovering pockets of higher reward can be akin to finding a
similarly sparse signal. In complex real-world domains with large state spaces and highly branching
trajectories, finding the optimal behaviour may require an astronomical number of environment
interactions, despite performing exploration. Thus for many tasks, training an RL agent using real-
world interactions is highly costly, if not completely infeasible. Moreover, a poorly trained embodied
agent acting in real-world environments can potentially perform unsafe interactions. For these
reasons, RL is typically performed within a simulator, with which massive parallelization can achieve
billions of samples within a few hours of training [60,61].

Simulation frees RL from the constraints of real-world training at the cost of the sim2real gap, the
difference between the experiences available in the simulator and those in reality. When the sim2real
gap is high, RL agents perform poorly in the real world, despite succeeding in simulation.
Importantly, a simulator that only implements a single task or small variations thereof will not
produce agents that transfer to the countless tasks of interest for general intelligence. Thus, RL
ultimately runs into a similar data limitation as in SL. Our virtual assistant, trained to navigate the
web in a static simulation, cannot be expected to generalize to the many potential variants of
webpages, both current and future, which may incorporate design, interaction and structural
paradigms completely missing in the original simulation. In fact, the situation may be orders of
magnitude worse for RL, where unlike in SL [56], we have not witnessed results supporting a power-
law scaling of test loss on new tasks, as a function of the amount of training data. Existing static RL
simulators may thus impose a more severe data limitation than static datasets, which have been
shown capable of inducing strong generalization performance [62].

2.3. Learning from unlimited data
These fundamental limitations of both SL and RL result from their inherently offline formulation,
whereby the training data are collected once from a blackbox process and provided to the learning
process a priori, in the form of a static dataset or predefined simulator. To keep its predictions relevant
in an ever-changing world, a model must, instead, continually collect and train on new data—that is,
it must perform continual exploration. We call such a data collection process generalized exploration
when it seeks to explore the full space of possible input data to the model. When these data space is
unbounded, we may say the process performs open-ended exploration, and a model trained on such a
data stream then performs open-ended learning. Though RL considers the problem of exploration,
existing methods insufficiently address this form of data collection.

To see why this is the case, we first note that the MDP (i.e. the simulator) plays an analogous role in
RL to the training data in SL: Both define some distribution D over the space of available training data. In
the case of standard SL, this distribution D consists of a uniform distribution over the individual data
points {(xi, yi)}i, where (xi, yi)∼ P(X, Y ). In RL, the simulator returns a training trajectory τ = (s0, a0,
r1,…, sT, aT) for each policy π and starting state, s0. The distribution D is then the marginal
distribution P(τ) under the joint distribution P(τ, π, s0) induced by the MDP, some distribution over
policies π, and the initial state distribution P(s0). In practice, the initialization of the policy network
and RL algorithm determine the evolution of π within the simulator, and thus both P(π) and P(τ). We
then see that exploration within the simulator is equivalent to sampling from P(τ|π, s0) for a larger set
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of distinct π and s0 values, thereby increasing the support of P(τ), and consequently the number of distinct
trajectories seenduring training. Such a process can be viewed as a formof prioritized sampling, inwhich data
points favoured by the exploration process—perhaps due to some form of novelty or uncertainty metric—
are sampled with higher frequency. Applying standard RL exploration methods to SL then corresponds to
actively sampling from D. Importantly, such exploration methods do not expand the data available for
training, but only the order and frequency in which the model experiences the existing data already
within the support of a predefined, static distribution D. For example, we can use such exploration
algorithms to encourage our virtual assistant to uncover diverse and reward-rich trajectories during
training, but the resulting data remain confined to the set of experiences represented by the static
simulator, just as its conversational training data is limited to the exchanges captured in a static corpus.

Addressing the data limitation of SL and RL requires a different formulation of exploration, one in
which the exploration process continually seeks new data to expand the support of the training
distribution D, so to provide the model with useful information—that is, where the model may
experience the most learning. Achieving generality then requires the model to continually retrain on
such newly acquired data—effectively learning on an unlimited stream of data at the frontier of its
capabilities. Importantly, for RL, this entails discovering or inventing whole new MDPs, in which to
collect transitions offering high information gain, e.g. those leading to the highest epistemic
uncertainty as estimated by a Bayesian model [63–66], regret relative to an oracle [67], gradient
magnitude or gain in model complexity [68]. The question of what data should be collected for
further training the model resembles that addressed by prioritized training approaches, including both
active learning [69,70] and curriculum learning methods [68,71], but differs in a subtle and important
manner worth reiterating: prioritized training seeks to select the most informative data points for
learning (and for which to request a ground-truth label in the case of active learning). Crucially,
prioritized training assumes that the training data are otherwise provided a priori. By contrast, we call
our problem active collection, whereby we must gather the most informative data for further training in
the first place, and thus it is one that must precede any form of prioritized training. In defining active
collection, we explicitly make clear the separation between optimization, the process of fitting a model
to data, and exploration, the process of collecting these data. As we have argued, by training on static
data and simulators, SL and RL implicitly presuppose that the problem of active collection has been
solved, turning a blind eye to this critical enabler of learning. In accelerating, the rate of information
gain, active collection may be especially important for unlocking scaling laws for transfer performance
to new tasks in RL, similar to those observed in SL.

In general, there are two ways to gather additional training data:
Offline collection occurs through a dedicated process separate from the model. For SL, this might

entail using a web crawler to amass a comprehensive dataset of song lyrics, if it is found that the
current assistant performs poorly in this domain. For RL, this might entail extending the simulator to
include additional states, actions, transitions and rewards that model important dynamics deemed
missing. This process is equivalent to that used to collect the initial training data, with the exception
that subsequent data collections can condition on the previous training data and current model
performance in order to maximize some notion of information gain. Being largely driven by human
expertise and ad hoc intervention, offline collection can be costly and susceptible to human biases.

Online collection uses the model’s own interactions with its deployment environment as additional
training data. Any deployed model may be considered such an interactive ML system, which changes its
environment with its own predictions [72]. In SL, this might entail simply retraining the model on a
dataset of real-world interactions, e.g. whether the user engaged with a recommendation or found a
response to a query useful. In a purely RL setting, this might entail collecting trajectories in the
deployment domain that are used to fine-tune or extend the simulator. In this case, the simulator may
be a world model [73–75]—a DNN parameterization of the MDP that approximates the transition,
reward, and observation functions—which can be retrained on this additional data. However,
retraining on the model’s own interactions can reinforce the model’s existing biases.

Importantly, the potential biases of data collection can be mitigated by ensuring the data are actively
collected—that is, the collection process should seek datapoints maximizing some notion of potential
information gain for the model. This collection can occur through a mix of manual guidance via a
human expert and self-supervised approaches that directly generate or search for such highly
informative datapoints. Active collection generalizes the form of exploration typically studied in RL,
extending the domain of exploration beyond a single MDP and into that of an unbounded space of
MDPs. By performing active offline collection, we directly train the model on data that can effectively
strengthen its known weaknesses and reduce the chances of collecting redundant data. Similarly, by
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Figure 2. (a) The bootstrap problem, due to performative prediction, leads to an equilibrium whereby the model fully determines a
stationary data distribution DðpÞ that does not change upon retraining. As a result, both π and DðpÞ become deadlocked in a
fixed point. (b) Open-ended exploration delegates data collection to an active collection process GðpÞ, which produces data DðpÞ
designed to improve the current policy π by presenting it with data on which its performance is weak. Under this system, π
continually improves, thereby avoiding fixed points.
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performing active online collection, we selectively sample only the most informative interactions for
learning, which tend to be those that challenge the model’s existing biases. Crucially, as we discuss in
§3, active collection avoids the highly problematic outcome of falling into local optima that can result
from a ubiquitous bootstrap problem in online learning.
3. The bootstrap problem in online learning
Indeed, simply collecting data online in the deployment domain, without actively seeking it, is unlikely
to produce an increasingly generally intelligent model. More likely, the model will fall into a local
optimum: In online learning, the model retrains on newly acquired data, seeking to maximize an
objective. Problematically, the data collected online is a function of the model’s own predictions. For
example, the state of the policy (e.g. the model parameters, if it is directly parametrized) within an RL
agent influences the experiences it will gain from interacting with the environment, thereby
influencing the data from which the agent itself will be updated. Left unaddressed, this causal loop
between the data-generating process and the model’s own predictions can result in a bootstrap problem,
where this feedback loop further amplifies any systematic errors or inherent biases in the model’s
predictions.

Returning to our running example, we may decide to train our virtual assistant to shop for us on the
web, where it consistently finds good deals on Amazon. As our assistant visits Amazon more often, it
collects more online data of Amazon’s webpages, which is used to refine the web simulation used for
training. As the assistant becomes more adept at navigating Amazon, it consistently attains high
rewards when fulfilling our requests there, further reinforcing this preference, which then grows to the
extent that it never visits any other websites, where there may be much better deals. Iterated
retraining on data collected online thus causes our agent to become stuck in a local optimum. This
bootstrap problem, depicted in figure 2, impacts all online learning systems. It has been studied across
various problem settings, including in contextual bandits, where it goes by the name of one-sided
learning [76,77], and classification, under the game-theoretic lens of strategic classification [78].

This bootstrap problem has been formalized in the problem setting of performative prediction [79].
Here, the model f induces a distribution DðuÞ over the training data Z. The problem arises from the
equilibria of this dynamic system, between model and data distribution. At such fixed points, the data
distribution induced by the model, with parameters θ�, is identical to that on which it was last
retrained and which induced the solution θ�. With these definitions, we can define the problematic
points θ� in the model’s parameter space as those satisfying

u� ¼ argmin
u

EZ�Dðu�Þ½LðZ, uÞ�: ð3:1Þ

While prior analysis focuses on the convergence toward such fixed points and on their optimality, these
are exactly the points that agents seeking to learn general capabilities must avoid: at such fixed points, the
online learning system stagnates into a subset of training data, preventing the possibility of learning
anything beyond the current data distribution. Despite the bootstrap problem, online retraining is
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commonly implemented in production systems [80–84], while this crucial issue remains largely
unaddressed, resulting in unfavourable emergent phenomena, such as extremization through
personalized content recommendation systems and the amplification of socioeconomic disparities
through AI-powered lending systems [85–88].

Standard exploration techniques in RL and prioritized training techniques in SL have been proposed
to address this issue. Exploration and prioritized training both select the next training data points that
are, by some criterion, those on which the model is most likely to be wrong, thereby forcing the
model to reconsider its decisions and thus deviate from any premature equilibrium. In this sense,
prioritized sampling could be described as a form of exploration, and conversely, exploration in RL, as
a form of prioritized sampling. Such methods may suffice to avoid local optimum due to the
bootstrap problem in a limited-data setting, though of course, reaching the globally optimal solution
still ultimately corresponds to falling into a fixed point, beyond which no further learning occurs. The
central, limiting factor is that existing exploration methods target a limited data setting, operating on
either a fixed dataset or a static simulator. In order to go fully beyond exploratory equilibria, we must
rethink exploration to encompass exploring beyond any one dataset or simulator.
c.Open
Sci.10:230539
4. Open-ended exploration
How can we perform exploration beyond a single static dataset or simulator? Before tackling this
challenge, it is valuable to consider how exploration is currently performed in static, limited-data
settings. Exploration in RL typically aims to maximize some criterion of novelty or uncertainty [89].
When the same evaluation criterion is used to select the next datapoints for training in SL, the process
reduces to prioritized training. In this section, we centre our discussion on exploration in RL for a
static simulator, then consider how such strategies can translate to supervised learning.

4.1. Exploration in a static environment
Let us call the RL policy that seeks to maximize the discounted return in a given MDP the exploitation
policy. As discussed, the exploitation policy can become trapped in local optima, due to the bootstrap
problem. Exploration seeks to address this issue by producing a second policy, which we call the
exploration policy, to collect training data for the exploitation policy that is unlikely to be generated by
simply following the exploitation policy. In order to find such data, the exploration policy typically
either performs random actions in each state or seeks to maximize a measure of novelty—that is,
transition data that looks different from what it has previously experienced, which may be computed
on an episodic or lifelong basis. A common measure of novelty for state s is based methods for
counting state visitations, whereby less visited states are consider more novel [90]. In practice, there
are many proxy measures of novelty, like epistemic uncertainty, which may be estimated by the
variance of a prediction network [91,92]. Similarly, prediction error [93,94] or regret—the difference
between optimal return and that achieved by the agent—can also be used as measures of novelty,
assuming the agent fares worse on environments that present novel challenges. Importantly, when
applied to the mean performance over a batch of trajectories, these latter approaches implicitly
subtract away sources of inherent, irreducible uncertainty [64,95] that can act as stochastic traps for a
novelty-seeking agent. Alternatively, such irreducible uncertainty can be removed from the calculation
by explicitly modelling it [96]. In general, the exploration policy aims to maximize an intrinsic reward
function, I : S� A ! R [97].

Beyond the shared motivation for seeking informative transitions, methods differ in how exploration
is folded into training. One common tactic is to maintain a separate exploration policy, e.g. one that learns
to maximize the future novelty of the exploitation policy. In this setting, the exploration policy is typically
called the behaviour policy, as it is solely responsible for data collection, while the exploitation policy is
called the target policy. The target policy then trains on the transitions collected under the behaviour
policy using importance sampling [23,98]. Another increasingly popular approach is to use a single
policy to serve as both exploration and exploitation policies [99–103]. This single policy takes actions
to maximize a weighted sum of extrinsic and intrinsic returns. As exploration continues to reduce the
uncertainty in most states of the MDP, the intrinsic reward tends to zero, resulting in an
approximately purely exploiting policy at convergence, though in general, annealing the intrinsic term
may be required [104]. A related set of approaches based on probability matching samples actions
according to the probability that each action is optimal, where actions may receive some minimum
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amount of support to encourage exploration, or support that increases with the estimated uncertainty of
the transition resulting from taking the action [105,106].

4.2. Exploration in environment space
Our discussion of exploration in a single, static MDP suggests close parallels to the more general problem
of active collection, with the major difference being that exploration methods in RL focus on a single,
predefined MDP—as defined by the static simulator—rather than over the infinite set of all potential
MDPs, as sought by active collection. Exploration in the space of parametrized environments offers a
path towards this more general form of exploration.1

4.2.1. Exploring a subspace of environments

In recent years, RL research has reoriented around learning optimal policies for distributions of
environments [25,55,107]. In this expanded setting, the environment is parameterized by a set of free
parameters, whose values alter properties such as the environment topology, entities present, transition
dynamics, and the underlying reward function. The choice of free parameters specifies a particular
subspace of environments, within the space of all possible environments. Simply randomizing over
these parameters during training, in what is called domain randomization, can lead to robust policies.
Automatic curriculum learning (ACL) methods [108], which produce adaptive curricula over these
parameters have been shown to further improve robustness. Such adaptive curricula adjust the free
parameters of the environment throughout training to maximize a measure of the agent’s learning
potential, resulting in an adaptive curriculum over specific environment configurations. Recently,
unsupervised environment design (UED) [67] extends the problem setting of decision-making under
ignorance [109] to capture the notion of robustness and frames the problem such that solutions
naturally take the form of adaptive curricula. In UED, the MDP tuple is augmented with an
additional set of free parameters, denoted Q, whereby possible environment configurations
correspond to specific settings θ of these parameters. An adaptive curriculum then arises from a game
between a teacher, which proposes configurations θ, and a student that learns to solve them. The
choices of payoffs for the student and teacher then correspond to an infinite spectrum of possible
adaptive curricula. For example, DR corresponds to a constant payoff for the teacher—so that it is
indifferent to the value of θ, and thus randomizes over it. When the game is zero-sum, with the
teacher receiving the regret of the agent as its payoff, any Nash equilibrium [110] corresponds to the
student playing a policy that minimizes the worst-case regret—that is, the minimax regret policy [111].

Curriculum games, in which the teacher seeks to generate environment configurations where it is
possible for the agent to rapidly improve, lead to co-evolutionary dynamics that gradually increase
the difficulty of these configurations, as the student grows more adept. Importantly, the teacher’s
payoff C :Q ! R, should adapt to the agent’s capabilities by satisfying these criteria for high learning
potential:

(i) Improvability: The agent does not fully succeed. There is room for improvement.
(ii) Learnability: The agent can efficiently learn to improve.
(iii) Consistency: The solution to each environment configuration is consistent with those of other

configurations.

If the proposed environment configurations do not satisfy (i), then the configuration provides no
additional benefit for training, as the current model already performs optimally. If the configuration
does not satisfy (ii), then despite there being room for improvement, the current model is unlikely to
improve when training on that configuration. Presenting many configurations that fail to meet the
learnability criterion can stall learning progress, as the agent struggles to learn the solution. Finally,
(iii) ensures that optimal behaviour in a proposed configuration does not conflict with that in another,
e.g. entities are semantically consistent. As in exploration in a singleton MDP, learning potential
estimates must remove sources of aleatoric uncertainty to avoid stochastic traps. Such corrections can
be done by directly modelling and subtracting sources of aleatoric uncertainty or estimating mean
learning potential over a batch of trajectories for each configuration.
1The set of all MDPs can in general be indexed into a single universal MDP by assigning each a unique real-value index and including
this index in the state. Exploration over the space of MDPs can then equivalently be viewed as exploring this universal MDP. We
instead frame the discussion in terms of the space of MDPs to emphasize and exploit the inherent modularity of the problem.
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Just as exploration methods in a singleton MDP encourage the agent to visit novel parts of the state
space to maximize opportunities for learning, adaptive curricula bring the agent to the environment
configurations that offer the most learning potential, itself a form of novelty. In this way, adaptive
curricula perform exploration in a parameterized space of environments.
ietypublishing.org/journal/rsos
R.Soc.Open

Sci.10:230539
4.2.2. Exploring the full space of environments

Still, a parametrized environment only allows agents to learn to succeed in the specific configurations
expressible within its parametrization. Since the parameters only modify the instantiation of a static
simulator designed to model a limited task domain, the agent’s learning will eventually plateau.
Open-ended exploration requires an open-ended simulation, one that continually expands to
encompass new domains—in essence, exploring the space of possible MDPs. To this end, we can
define a search process GðpÞ that takes the current policy π and returns a distribution DM over the set
of MDPs, i.e. a countably infinite set of programs under some Turing-complete language. This
distribution aims to focus its support over MDPs that maximize the learning potential criterion,
C :M�P ! R. By evaluating π on m � GðpÞ, we can iteratively update GðpÞ toward distributions
over M that place greater weight on MDPs with higher learning potential. In practice, G can consist of
large parametric models alongside non-parametric models and human-in-the-loop components to
assist with the search process. Moreover, the exact components implementing G may shift over time.
The search process G then seeks MDPs m� [ M maximizing the exploration criterion:

m� ¼ argmax
m[M

Cðm, pÞ: ð4:1Þ

In practice, we might model G as a large generative model, whose outputs are MDP programs, and its
weights, fine-tuned to maximize the exploration criterion, C. Left alone, this approach runs into three
interrelated issues: first, the programs generated will be largely malformed, and an astronomical
number of iterations may be necessary to discover the first valid MDP program. Second, the programs
discovered will likely be nonsensical, failing to reflect the target problems of interest. Third, upon
discovering valid programs, exploration may overly focus on a limited subset of the full space of
programs. In order to generate both well-formed and relevant MDPs, we must constrain the search to
begin near well-formed programs reflecting the target tasks of interest. We use the phrase grounding
with respect to M to refer to the process of enforcing this constraint with respect to a target set of seed
MDPs, M ¼ fmkgKk¼1. In order to maintain diversity in the programs explored, we can directly
encourage diversity in the space of MDPs. Given distance functions ΔD and ΔG between two
programs, we can ground open-ended exploration with respect to M and encourage diversity by
augmenting the exploration criterion in equation (4.1):

m� ¼ argmax
m[M

Cðm, pÞ|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
learning potential

þ aD

X
mi[M̂

DDðm, miÞ
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

diversity

�
X

mk[M

ak � DGðm, mkÞ
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

grounding

0
B@

1
CA, ð4:2Þ

where αD and αk are positive weights modulating the relative importance of the diversity bonus and
being close to mk [ M, respectively, and M̂ is finite queue of the top solutions found so far. We
explicitly define two distinct distance functions as, in general, the diversity and grounding terms
might consider different notions of distance, e.g. the string edit distance or a distance in the latent
space representation of a pretrained generative model of programs. When computed with respect to
specific attributes of generated programs, ΔG may encode inductive biases of what useful MDPs look
like, e.g. whether a given MDP simulating a physical system produces trajectories consistent with the
laws of physics. When humans are part of the open-ended exploration process, they can regularly
modify the set of seed MDPs, M, used for grounding, and steer exploration toward specific regions in
the space of MDPs deemed important by adjusting the corresponding αk weights. Figure 3 provides a
toy illustration of how these criteria impact the search process.

It is important to draw a similarity between this exploration criterion and the objective of algorithms
for quality-diversity (QD) [112], commonly explored in the evolutionary computing community. Such
algorithms seek to find a diverse set of solutions, where the best candidates within distinct subspaces
of the solution space are gradually discovered. Viewing the learning potential term as a measure of
quality, we see that equation (4.2) implements a form of QD. However, this process remains



(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. A simple visualization of how an open-ended exploration process searches for points in task space according to equation
(4.1). Brighter regions have greater learning potential. The pink stars are tasks of interest, and the blue lines are search paths. (a)
Searching only based on learning potential can lead to both useful tasks and irrelevant tasks. (b) Searching with an additional
diversity term can lead to finding both more relevant and irrelevant tasks. (c) Grounding the search to useful tasks leads to
finding more relevant tasks.
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significantly distinct from QD, as the measure of learning potential is a function of the current model, and
therefore non-stationary throughout training. Moreover, learning potential is not transferable as a quality
measure across agents in different training runs. To acknowledge the similarities to QD while
highlighting its distinctness from QD, we call the problem of finding diverse data with high-learning
potential that of learning-diversity.

Similar to the outlined open-ended exploration process, prior work on the POWERPLAY algorithm
has considered finding increasingly general agents by jointly searching through the space of MDP
programs and that of solution programs [33]. We detail the relationship between our proposed
approach to open-ended learning and POWERPLAY in §6. Importantly, POWERPLAY frames the
problem purely as a form of iterated optimization via random search, ultimately a computationally
infeasible approach. By contrast, equation (4.2) defines an exploration criterion allowing for agents to
gradually increase their generality by actively collecting and training on data from diverse regions of
the MDP space with high learning potential, while remaining grounded and steerable by expert
guidance, e.g. by a human. Importantly, this generalized form of exploration not only applies to RL in
MDPs, but can also be straightforwardly translated to SL.
4.3. Exploration in data space
In viewing a static SL dataset as a parametrized, single-step MDP, we can similarly implement open-
ended exploration by pursuing the criterion in equation (4.2). For a static dataset D ¼ fxi, yigNi¼1,
where xi [ X and yi [ Y, we can reframe the problem as finding the optimal policy for an MDP m,
whose optimal policy f is the model that minimizes the empirical risk on D. In this case, m = (S, A, T,
R, γ, p), where the set of states is defined as S ¼ fxigNi¼1, the set of actions A ¼ Y, the transition
function T simply terminates the episode, and the reward function R returns the negated supervised
loss between the predicted value f (x) and target value y. Since the MDP is single-step, γ can be any
value in [0, 1]. The initial state distribution p is a uniform distribution over S. As defined, the optimal
policy f for m must minimize Exi�p½Lðf ðxiÞ, yiÞ� ¼ ð1=NÞPN

i¼1 Lðf ðxiÞ, yiÞ, exactly the empirical risk
over D, as typically minimized under SL.

Having established the correspondence between SL datasets and single-step MDPs, we see that open-
ended exploration in SL entails active collection of datasets that maximize the exploration criterion
outlined in equation (4.2). This view makes clear that sampling strategies used in prioritized training
implement specific instantiations of this criterion, limited to a fixed training dataset, Dtrain. For
instance, active learning selection functions, as well as those in curriculum learning, are largely based
on choosing the next training sample to maximize the information-gain, or relatedly to reduce some
notion of uncertainty over the model’s own predictions or variance in performance error [69,113]. Any
such selection function corresponds to a specific choice of the learning potential subcriterion, C(m, π),
where m now corresponds to a datapoint in Dtrain, and π, the supervised learning model. Curriculum-
based prioritized training largely mimics the same selection strategies [68,71,114], while removing the
interactive label queries of active learning.
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This framing also points to the rich possibilities that lie in extending such prioritized training
methods toward the full scope of open-ended exploration: New variants of prioritized training may
benefit from additionally incorporating approximations of the diversity and grounding subcriteria.
The diversity term helps prevent oversampling of particularly challenging points at the expense of
other informative points. The grounding term comes into play when incorporating various kinds of
generative procedures based on the training data to perform data augmentation, ensuring generated
samples do not go too far afield from the real data. Early results suggest such generative models hold
great promise for improving the robustness of SL models when used to generate synthetic training data
[115,116]. Such data generation may be particularly effective for amplifying the amount of available
data for rare samples, e.g. extreme weather conditions or unique vehicular appearances and
interactions captured by camera feeds for training the models underlying a self-driving car.

Importantly, by generating synthetic data grounded to real task domains, the exploration process can
produce alternate views of existing data that serve as interventions of specific causal features within the
data space [117–119], which can lead to models whose predictions are more consistent with the
underlying causal structure of the task domain [48]. As data generators, such generative models play
an analogous role to the simulator or world model in RL, providing alternative views, and allowing
the model—guided by an appropriate exploration critrion—to probe the data space through trial and
error or more sophisticated experimentative behaviours. As in the case of RL, online data collected in
deployment can be used to further fine-tune the generative models to continually expand the space of
represented data. More generally, as in RL, we can pursue the open-ended exploration criterion in SL
through a combination of curating useful interaction data (i.e. online collection), manually collected
seed datasets that reflect our domains of interest (i.e. offline collection), and actively generating data
with high learning potential for our model using powerful generative models such as state-of-the-art
diffusion models [120–123], grounded to these seed datasets.
5. A unified view of exploration
Our discussion reveals that exploration can be reconceptualized as a search process over the space of
MDP programs. Such a view of exploration highlights direct correspondences between prioritized
training methods in SL and exploration in RL, while radically expanding the domain of exploration to
include the full space of possible training data. Crucially, exploration remains the same process of
finding the most informative datapoints for learning, regardless of the the optimization procedure
used—whether based on an SL or RL objective. Open-ended exploration performs this search over the
full data space and serves as the core driver of information gain in open-ended learning systems
seeking general capabilities. We now ground these ideas to a concrete example, illustrating how such
open-ended exploration might be implemented in practice to give rise to a learning system of
increasingly general intelligence. The differences between our hypothetical open-ended learner and ad
hoc forms of exploration used in practice today then reveal a new data-centric research frontier.

5.1. A unified example
Let us think through how a concrete system might perform such open-ended learning by returning to our
example of a virtual assistant. Recall that our virtual assistant must perform two key functions: (1)
converse with a user via text, and (2) navigate any website to accomplish tasks on behalf of the user.
Either (1) or (2) in itself already approaches the difficulties of training a generally intelligent agent;
both language and software offer universal representations of any computable task, so becoming
generally competent in either domain entails achieving a form of general intelligence—the ability to
successfully handle any computable task. Of course, the space of all computable tasks (i.e. M) is vast
and even humans are not generally intelligent in this regard. Nevertheless, we can pursue continual
incremental progress toward this goal by training an IGI through open-ended learning. Such a system,
summarized in figure 4, performs three distinct, interlocked modes of learning.

Initial training. As usual, we design an initial dataset to seed the training of our virtual assistant. As
done in the training regimes of current state-of-the-art conversational models, this dataset likely includes
a large corpus of dialogue mined from conversations between real people. As performed in recent works,
RL can be used in combination with a human-designed reward function, i.e. reinforcement learning with
human feedback [124,125], to encourage responses that are both consistently friendly and helpful.
Following the example of other grounded interaction models like LaMDA [126], web navigation



simulator synthetic datadata

prioritized training

custom scripts

hand-curated data

human-in-the-loop

interaction data

online collection offline collection

active collection on the open web

incorporate new data into training sources

improve model on existing data model informs collection of new data

Figure 4. An overview of how active collection and prioritized training combine to enable open-ended exploration and learning to
produce a virtual assistant with increasingly general capabilities. An initially trained assistant model is used to inform the active
collection of new data from both offline and offline sources, possibly with assistance from humans and other programs in the loop.
The newly collected data is then used to update the previous training sources, which might include labelled datasets, simulators,
and synthetic data, e.g. sampled from generative models or a learned world model.
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agents can similarly be bootstrapped from a combination of SL over a dataset, perhaps collected from
trajectories generated by hand-coded controllers for performing common tasks on a diverse set of
webpages, and RL inside of a web navigation simulator [127–129]. To connect its conversational and
web navigation functions, synthetic and augmented conversation data, both generated offline
and within a simulator, can serve as templates for successful dialogues whose responses require
web navigation.

Active collection. After initial training, we can deploy our assistant to users. At deployment, we
perform active online collection, curating a dataset of interactions in which the assistant performed
poorly, according to some proxy metric such as whether users engaged with the content shared by
the assistant. In parallel, active offline collection can be performed, whereby specific weaknesses in the
model are identified, e.g. websites where navigation commonly fails or semantic clusters of request
types that result in low engagement. These areas are then targeted for the collection of real dialogue
data and expert web-navigation trajectories, resulting in an adversarial dataset. This collection can
occur through many channels, e.g. manually through crowdsourced efforts; storing the interactions
resulting from a human-in-the-loop taking over for the assistant when the assistant’s predictions
become highly uncertain; and custom webcrawlers that harvest relevant conversational data or videos
from YouTube that serve as expert demonstrations [130]. The new states, actions and dynamics
present in this data can further be integrated into the existing simulator, either through fine-tuning if
the simulator is a learnable model, e.g. a world model, or through manual coding. Further, these data
can be used to train a generative model, grounded to the real data, thereby greatly amplifying the
amount of data and allowing for fine-grained exploration of the relevant regions of the data space.
The assistant can then be retrained on this adversarial data to become more robust. This active
collection and retraining cycle then repeats, resulting in an agent that becomes robustly capable across
an increasing number of domains. Importantly, we see that exploration naturally occurs over the data
space itself—not within some notion of a static simulator or dataset. This example also highlights the
blurring of the lines between simulated and real data. Real data are used to generate further
simulated data, and performance on simulated data informs the active collection of real data.

Prioritized training. The assistant performs prioritized training to efficiently learn from the collected
data. In SL, there exist many prioritized training methods [68,131] that can be used to selectively
sample datapoints that offer the most learning potential. In RL, methods like Prioritized Experience
Replay [71] serve the same purpose. Other, more recent unsupervised environment design
[67,128,132,133] approaches mix active collection and prioritized training, whereby the algorithm
actively searches for new MDPs, e.g. new website configurations, that offer the most promising
environment configurations for learning, and then actively samples these configurations during
training. Viewing a generative model as a parametrized dataset, we can apply the same approaches to
both explore the data space of the generative model and actively sample the discovered points
for training.
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5.2. A view beyond the frontier
Many real-world systems, including those controlling large-scale applications such as video
recommendation [134] and traffic prediction [135], use ad hoc versions of iterated retraining, relying
on online and offline collection processes that are largely agnostic to learning potential. As such, their
online collection can suffer from the bootstrap problem, falling into premature equilibria. Similarly,
their offline collection may lack sufficient exploration of the data space. While we do not offer a
specific solution for effectively pursuing the open-ended exploration criterion in equation (4.2), we
believe articulating these criteria can be useful in motivating future work in this area.

As our state-of-the-art learning methods approach asymptotically-optimal performance for static
training sets and benchmarks, the primary lever for improving our models lies in improving the
training data itself. Several results support this data-centric view of ML: for large neural models,
continually scaling up the quantity of training data empirically improves generalization performance
[17,56,136]. Generating additional supervised samples through methods like data programming—which
generates new labels based on human-provided, approximate labelling functions, results in significant
performance gains in several domains [137,138]. We foresee the pendulum of research will swing from
learning innovation in the form of better model architectures and optimizers for training on specific
data to data innovation in the form of more intelligent algorithms for collecting additional data for
improving a specific model. This turn toward data innovation is the natural conclusion of the
paradigm shift in software introduced by the advent of deep learning. This shift transitioned software
development from the largely imperative approach of directly designing solutions in code to the
declarative approach of simply designing an objective function over training data that is optimized by
a DNN—an approach sometimes referred to as Software 2.0 [139,140]. The solution then emerges as a
result of this optimization, but the choice of training data remains a highly manual design problem.
The data innovation paradigm then goes one step further, by also replacing the direct design of
training data with the design of the exploration criterion, that is, a self-adapting data-generation
process. We may thus refer to this data-centric paradigm as a kind of Software Squared. Like the shift
from designing solutions to designing objectives, we believe the shift to designing the data-generation
process itself will change the face of computing and enable a new generation of more generally
intelligent software.
6. Intelligence as capacity for exploration
Open-ended exploration presents a promising path to the longstanding goal in AI research of developing
increasingly more powerful Artificial General Intelligence (AGI)—that is, systems capable of matching or
exceeding humans in an ever wider range of tasks. The very act of defining a general notion of
intelligence in humans and animals has been historically fraught with debate. Unsurprisingly, the
quest to produce an agent implementing general intelligence is no less contentious. Many alternatives
toward this grand goal have been proposed. Here, we relate the open-ended path to general
intelligence to the most relevant alternative paths.

The precise definition of AGI is ultimately a subjective one, based on the specific criteria and
assumptions held. As previously mentioned, we take the view that general intelligence cannot be
quantified in degree, as such a computation is necessarily intractable given the countably infinite size
of the space of possible, computable tasks. Rather, we can only compare the relative degree of
generality held by two models A and B, with respect to a specific set of tasks, T . We can then say A
is more general than B in T , if A performs above a performance threshold on more tasks in T than B,
such that A also at least matches the performance of B on all tasks that B performs above the
threshold.2 Under this definition, a learning process may hold the capacity to become increasingly
general over time, by incrementally mastering a wider range of challenges. Exploration, as we have
argued, serves as the central mechanism enabling this gradual expansion of capabilities.

AIXI [11], perhaps the most prominent model of AGI, runs counter to our viewpoint. AIXI is the
globally optimal solution to the Universal Measure of Intelligence, Y [142], defined in (6.1).

Y :¼
X
m[M

2�KðuÞVp
m ð6:1Þ
2Naturally, this definition implies that there may be no single most general agent in some domains, such as zero-sum games, for which
the ordering of strategies is not guaranteed to be transitive [141].
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This measure, Y, defines the degree of general intelligence for a decision-making policy π as the
sum of the expected performance of π in every computable MDP m [ M, as captured by its value
function, Vp

m . Crucially, the contribution of each MDP μ is inversely weighted according to its
Kolmogorov complexity, K(μ), the length of the shortest program, represented as a bitstring, that
implements μ. A shortcoming of this definition is that Kolmogorov complexity is generally non-
computable, making Y, and thus AIXI, non-computable with any finite compute budget. While
there exist computable approximations of AIXI for a limited program length or finite compute
budget, such solutions remains computationally infeasible beyond the most toy MDPs [11,143].
Further, the assumption of a universal prior over all MDPs serves as a rigid, subjective decision that
limits the true generality of this definition. Ultimately, such top-down definitions of general
intelligence primarily offer insightful, theoretical sounding boards, but in practice, suggest no
tractable path to what they describe.

By contrast, our bottom-up, exploration-driven view of general intelligence traces back to earlier
works on self-improving algorithms, which propose open-ended search mechanisms for finding
guaranteed improvements to a problem-solving program. Gödel machines continually search the
space of solver programs and attempt to prove whether each candidate is more general than
the current solver, which is then replaced by the better candidate [10]. However, this method
entails the exorbitant computational costs of brute-force proof search. Its successor, POWERPLAY
instead seeks to find the simplest modifications to a program that results in a more general
solver [33], though this remains a costly search problem. Here, a simplicity constraint is enforced by
limiting the compute budget available for searching for a new, yet unsolvable task and its
corresponding modification to the solver. Similarly, prior work on Never-Ending Learning [144]
frames an open-ended learning process over an infinitely expanding knowledge graph, though its task
space is limited to classification and inference tasks on this growing ontology. Our framework of
open-ended exploration provides a generalization of these approaches to data-driven agents operating
over the full space of possible tasks. Importantly, active collection of new training data eases the
costlier parts of search over the task space by explicitly considering the current capabilities and
learning dynamics of the current model. By adapting the active collection criterion’s relative weighing
of learning potential, diversity, and grounding (as in equation (4.2)), open-ended exploration mitigates
the potential risk of the search process tunnelling into limited portions of the task space, which may
be completely divorced from the problems of interest to the system designer. Crucially, because
equation (4.2) rates novelty based on the agent’s current predictive capacity and experiential history,
exploration and the agent’s capabilities interact in a mutually compounding manner: As the agent
learns to achieve greater reward in more environments, maintaining exploratory novelty forces a
gradual ratcheting of its mastery over an increasingly diverse set of environments. Conceivably, an
agent that continues to explore and learn can eventually perform the set of all learnable skills within
the domain of exploration.

A related vision for producing general intelligence stems from the open-ended evolution community
within the field of artificial life (ALife), which is concerned with developing programs that replicate
the emergent complexity characteristic of living systems [145,146]. Kickstarting a process that
exhibits open-endedness—that is, the endless generation of novel complexity—is seen as a key
requirement for achieving this goal. Such an open-ended process may then become an AI generating
algorithm (AI-GA) [34], by producing an ecosystem of increasingly complex problems and agents
co-evolved to solve them. However, such a system may constitute a large population of agents
specialized to specific challenges. Moreover, exactly how such a co-evolving system might be
implemented in practice remains an open question. We propose open-ended learning as a path
toward not only an open-ended process, but one resulting in a single, generalist agent capable of
dominating (or matching) any other agent in relative general intelligence over time. In this way, open-
ended learning bridges the search for open-ended emergent complexity in ALife with the quest for
general intelligence in AI.
7. Open-ended problems
Open-ended learning requires SL datasets and RL environments that act as open-ended generators of
tasks and training experiences. To bring this discussion to a close and inspire future research, we
describe a series of major open problems on the path to achieving such a system.
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7.1. Open-world benchmarks
The nascent subfield of UED in RL has begun to consider exploration over the entire space of
environments [67,132,147], and therefore over the full space of possible training data. Yet, these
preliminary works still focus exclusively on static simulators that, despite being parameterized over a
space of possible configurations, lack the ability to grow their potential configurations in open-ended
ways, making them inappropriate for training an IGI. Similarly, popular benchmarks in SL, like GLUE
[148,149] and ImageNet [150] typically centre on a static dataset. The more recent StreamingQA
benchmark studies the ability of a language model to adapt to a changing data distribution [151], but
ultimately also relies on a static dataset. Other recent benchmarks more closely match the signature
challenges of open-ended learning—a continually expanding problem space and active collection of
training data: BIG-bench invites researchers to collaboratively grow a repository of benchmark tasks
for large language models [152]. BIG-bench can be seen as a slow, human-driven emulation of open-
ended exploration of the task space. However, it does not truly capture the notion of open-ended
exploration, as it considers only a finite set of human-designed tasks during training. Similarly,
Dynabench seeks online collection of adversarial examples via humans and models in the loop,
allowing for open-ended expansion of the training data within the relevant task domain [153].
However, Dynabench is currently limited to a pre-specified task. A truly open-ended benchmark must
test the ability of a learning process to continually discover and solve new problems. Building such a
benchmark requires finding solutions to several important, interrelated questions.
230539
Q1. In which domain should we study open-ended learning?

A primary challenge in creating an open-ended benchmark lies in defining the problem domain. ML has
historically focused on problem domains that afford simple definitions, via either a hand-coded
simulator or a representative, curated dataset. However, open-ended exploration requires a problem
domain that both (i) continues to grow with the learner (i.e. offers learning potential and diversity)
and (ii) captures the quality of real-world tasks of interest (i.e. grounding). For this reason, current
proposals for open-ended environments based on artificial open-world games such as MineCraft [154–
157] and NetHack [25,158], while perhaps satisfactory for the ALife model of open-endedness based
on unbounded novelty, are insufficient for the open-ended learning of a general intelligence. For
example, a generally capable MineCraft agent cannot be trusted to perform any task beyond the
confines of the game, like driving your car. This distinction is important: neither open-endedness nor
open-ended learning in itself implies a process that achieves general intelligence. It is crucial to
ground open-ended exploration to real-world tasks of interest, as emphasized in equation (4.2), and
current open-ended simulators satisfy this requirement. One viable candidate is the Internet—itself, an
open-ended system capturing the world’s knowledge. Like our virtual assistant, an agent that freely
explores the rich task space over the comprehensive ontology of the Internet would develop and
understanding of our world and learn to take actions, mediated by software, that affect specific
changes within it. Another possibility is to develop an embodied intelligence that can freely explore
the real world, though this approach will likely need to be supplemented by learning in simulation.
Further, it remains an open question as to what the right subset of the problem domain—whether
Internet or real world—provides the most effective starting tasks from which an open-ended learner
can progress to increasingly general capabilities. For example, should the learner begin by seeking to
understand world dynamics by exploring video-centric tasks or first develop an understanding of
language through conversational or information retrieval challenges?
Q2. How do we design scalable open-ended data generators?

An equally important and complex challenge is that of designing a computational system capable of
representing an endlessly growing set of tasks. While any task may be defined as a program
implementing a decision process, naively storing and searching all such programs discovered in a
non-parameteric fashion, as proposed in prior works [33], is computationally infeasible. Open-ended
learning requires a generative process capable of continually inventing new tasks, while storing only
the most useful task designs in a compressed representation. Ideally, the number of parameters in
such a generator grows much more slowly than the number of tasks represented. While we might
imagine a large generative model, such as a code-generation model or world model, as playing the
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role of such a generator, it is unknown whether current model architectures and optimization methods
are suitable for this kind of continual invention and compression.

Q3. How should an agent interface with an open-ended task space?

An open-ended learner must process inputs from an increasingly diverse observation space and make
decisions over an increasingly large action space. The agent thus requires a generic interface between
agent and environment, capable of adapting the input and output representations of the agent model
to the task at hand. This interface may take the form of tools invented by the agent, e.g. real or
simulated hardware, or even a program. Such tools may even be passed on to other agents, which
may further evolve the tool for new purposes, leading to new evolutionary dynamics independent of
the original inventor. Recent work proposes that tool invention be critical to the emergence of open-
endedness [159]. The interface question is deeply related to the choice of domain for open-ended
learning. In a virtual domain like the web, the interface may abstract and programmatic in nature,
while in a physical domain, the interface may consist of sensors, actuators and physical tool use. In
each setting, we expect an open-ended learner to progressively innovate its own interface, a process
reflecting the arc of human technology.

Q4. How do we measure the extent of open-ended learning?

Even with the above problems addressed, there are no commonly accepted measures for tracking the
degree of open-ended learning achieved—that is, some measure of increasing capability. Previously
proposed measures of open-endedness cannot be adapted for this purpose, as they focus on
measuring novelty [160–162], rather than model capability. In general, such novelty and model
capability are unrelated. For example, a process that evolves an agent across an endless range of
mazes, while progressively growing the size of the agent’s memory buffer, may score highly in
novelty, but remains limited in capability. Performance-centric measures based on the number of tasks
on which the agent experienced improved performance, such as the ANNECS metric [163], suffer the
same shortcoming: the learning process that fixates on the maze domain may see the agent struggle
with new maze variations before solving them, thus propping up such measures without increasing
general capabilities. One feasible option may be to simply track the diversity of tasks based on
domain-specific criteria, but such a solution does not apply to all domains of interest. A general
metric for open-ended learning would need to be domain-agnostic. Such a metric might consider both
the agent’s behaviour in discovered tasks and task novelty based on a general task representation.

7.2. Active collection
Given a benchmark accommodating open-ended learning, there remain several major open problems
centred on active collection—the means by which the learning process selects and gathers new
training data. Existing UED methods perform a limited form of active collection by generating new
simulator configurations, though limited to those represented within a fixed parameterization.
Similarly, recent methods in SL perform active collection by actively generating new data based on
data augmentations of existing data [164]. Open-ended exploration requires rethinking such
approaches to search beyond a single, fixed parameterization of the data-generation process.

Q5. How do we determine what data to acquire next via active collection?

Open-ended exploration requires searching for new training data across the entire data space. As argued
in our construction of equation (4.2), this search should be guided by a priori criteria, such as the
informational worth, i.e. learning potential, of data and its alignment with specific tasks of interest.
As the learning potential and diversity terms in the open-ended exploration criterion in equation (4.2)
are dependent on the current model, they present challenging non-stationary search objectives for
active collection. Efficient search may require a compact latent representation of the data space, as
well as the use of surrogate models to cheaply approximate the value of a datapoint under the search
criterion. This latent space might correspond to the input context to a Transformer-based generative
model of the data space or of data-generating programs. Latent-space optimization [165–168] and
quality-diversity search [169–171] methods make use of learned low-dimensional representations and
surrogate models in this way, but assume stationary objectives. Moreover, it is currently unclear how
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similar criteria can be used to plan manual data collection procedures, such as hand-coded data-crawling
scripts or test-time hand-offs to humans-in-the-loop. Further, we lack principled ways to predict the
relative efficacy of training on data actively collected manually, online or offline. Lastly, it is unclear
how the relative weighing between the terms in equation (4.2) should evolve over time.

Q6. How can we scalably augment our training data?

Efficient simulators enable RL agents to train on billions of data points in the span of days [60,172].
A promising direction to achieve similar computational advantages in SL, where we lack a simulator,
is to directly learn a simulator of the training data. Such a simulator might consist of a generative
model [173–176] or a partially induced program that models the data-generating process, e.g. a
grammar modelled after sequential data [165,177–179]. Such simulators can generate massive amounts
of synthetic data, serving as promising, parametrized regions of the data space over which to perform
active collection, as well as for performing data augmentation of existing training data.

Q7. How much prior knowledge should be used to ground exploration?

The grounding term in the exploration criterion focuses active collection on parts of the data space
resembling specific tasks of interest. Such similarity constraints allow us to embed key inductive
biases into the search process, e.g. ensuring discovered simulator settings are consistent with physical
laws. However, a strong grounding term can also force the search process to ignore important regions
of the data space that may provide higher learning potential for the model, despite lacking a close
resemblance to our exemplar data. In the evolutionary computing community, it is well known that
novelty search can often lead to simpler, more effective solutions than objective-based optimization,
through the discovery of useful stepping stones that would otherwise be overlooked [35].

Q8. How do we safely perform active collection?

In prioritizing specific data points for training, active collection and prioritized training inherently distort
the training distribution with respect to the ground-truth distribution in the real world. Such distribution
shifts can result in biased models that induce harmful downstream effects when deployed. Recent works
characterize the bias that can result from prioritized training in both SL and RL, alongside methods for
correcting for this bias [180,181]. However, we lack principled means to understand how such biases may
materialize in the open-ended learning setting, where data for tasks may be simultaneously, actively
collected and thereby result in cross-task interference effects.

The online setting then introduces many more risks, as it necessarily entails deploying an IGI in the
wild. These risks stem primarily from the unpredictability of open-ended learning processes. For
example, in order to maximize the diversity of its experiences, a novelty-seeking IGI may perform acts
that are harmful to humans interacting with it, e.g. showing a human user inappropriate content or
misleading information may elicit novel user feedback data to the detriment of the user’s psychology
and perception of reality. Malicious actors may even attempt to steer an IGI’s learning process to
reinforce certain harmful behavioural patterns, e.g. the spread of misinformation benefiting the
malicious party. At scale, such emergent behaviours and biases may lead to cascading effects that
jeapardize the stability of society. Amodei et al. [182] provide an overview of open problems around
AI safety, and Ecoffet et al. [183] provide a detailed discussion of how safety issues emerge in systems
optimizing open-ended objectives.

7.3. Orthogonal challenges
We view these directions as the fundamental challenges of exploration. Other open problems, focused on
optimization, directly impact an agent’s capacity to explore, but are not core to the generalized
exploration problems we consider. These orthogonal challenges, including catastrophic forgetting
[184–186] and the challenges of gradient-based optimization of non-convex objectives [187–189] and
differentiable games [190–192], have historically been major areas of focus for the ML community. An
agent’s capacity to explore hinges on its ability to recognize novel data, which assumes a mastery of
past experiences. More efficient optimization will thus generally benefit exploration. Similarly, finding
new challenges entails retaining solutions to those already mastered. Exploration thus stands to
directly benefit from methods addressing catastrophic forgetting.
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8. Conclusion
The ML research community has made incredible advances over the past decade. However, outside of
limited pockets of research, these advances have been developed primarily under the assumption of a
static dataset, or otherwise, algorithmically generated data of limited description length, largely
beyond the control of the learning agent. Thus, the overarching perspective of the ML community has
largely ignored the generalized problem of exploration in learning: The learning agent must perform
active collection, that is, it must both determine and acquire the data most informative for expanding
its present capabilities on a continual basis, by considering three key aspects of the data: learning
potential, diversity, and grounding to real tasks of value. We have argued that formulating this notion
for existing ML methods requires rethinking the prevailing paradigm of exploration developed in RL,
expanding its scope from a single, static environment simulator to the full data space containing
information relevant to an unbounded set of possible tasks. Such an open-ended exploration process
serves as the data-centric driver of open-ended learning. We believe open-ended exploration provides
a more viable, bottom-up path toward general intelligence than alternative top-down approaches
proposed in the past. On a short time horizon, independent of AGI, most ML systems deployed in an
open world setting, with real users and peers, must perform some notion of open-ended exploration
and learning, or risk fading into irrelevance. On a longer time horizon, the arc of such real-world ML
systems is toward increasingly general capabilities, as continued improvement for most open-world
tasks, from question-answering to driving, requires ever greater levels of sophistication in reasoning.
Of course, our proposed, data-driven path to general intelligence is not without deep, unresolved
open questions which we also discussed at length.

We emphasize that the goal of this discussion is not to determine an exact solution to the problem of
open-ended exploration. Rather, we aim to sketch the outlines of the problem and its subcomponents, so
that the community can begin to fill in the missing pieces under a common conceptualization. As our
learning algorithms become ever more proficient at modelling any dataset, we stand to gain the most
from thinking more deeply about what data we feed these algorithms. Open-ended exploration, in its
essence, is the principled and continual collection of training data to maximize a model’s performance
across the data space. By directing the research community’s own exploration to this much uncharted
frontier, we are confident in making progress toward ever more general AI systems.
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